
News in Brief 
Executive Secretary-Editor To Retire 

This Editor is retiring. I had expected to relinquish the office of 
Executive Secretary and Editor on May 31, the last day of the quad- 
rennium, but my actual departure will be a few weeks later. The 
joint meeting of the Historical Association and the E.U.B. Historical 
Society in March voted that both organizations should continue to 
function as usual until their successor, the Commission on Archives 
and History, can meet and organize. 

I have reached the age limit, and by the law of the church must 
retire. As we say facetiously, my problem is that I have had too 
many birthdays. Even so I do not object to a fixed age for the retire- 
ment of ministers and board secretaries. If the time of retirement is 
left up to us, many if not most of us fail to show good judgment. A 
mandatory age for superailnuation is advisable. 

My attitude at this time is one of gratitude for the privileges, op- 
portunities, honors, and satisfactions which have been mine in a 
long ministry in the church. To be sure, not all has been roses and 
sunshine. There have been some disappointments and frustrations. 
Life is like that. But most of my defeats, mistakes, and failures seem 
to have receded to the background of consciousness, while the un- 
merited blessings which I have enjoyed, the modest successes which 
I achieved, and the esteem and good will shown me by so many 
whom I have known and worked with, have become dominant in 
my thoughts. Whether this is due to an innate or an incorrigible 
optimism about life and the world, I do not know, but it is so. 

I finished high school fifty-four years ago, announced my inten- 
tion of entering the Methodist ministry, and started to college, 
working my way. I took out two years to help fight the first world 
war, even though I was exempt from the draft. It was my genera- 
tion's war, and I felt that I ought to do my part. I spent eighteen 
months as a soldier in France. Returning to civilian life, I won col- 
lege, seminary, and graduate degrees, and then went into the reg- 
ular pastorate. All phases of the pastoral ministry were interesting 
and enjoyable to me. I never had an appointment which I did not 
like, though, as might be expected, there were some experiences 
which were less than satisfactory to me and to the churches which I 
served. My main recollections now are the thrills I derived from 
preaching the eternal truths of the gospel, the satisfactions that 
came from trying to be helpful as a pastor, and gratitude for loyal 
and patient lay men and women who bore with me in spite of my 
idiosyncrasies and supported me as a pastor notwithstanding my 
inadequacies. 

At the invitation of the late Elmer T. Clark and Bishop T. Otto 
Nall, who represented a committee charged with the responsibility 
of selecting a successor to Clark as Executive Secretary and Editor 
of the Historical Association, I left my post as district superintend- 
ent in St. Louis in June, 1963, and my wife and I moved to Lake 
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Junaluska, where we had long had a summer home. In some re- 
spects, of course, the historical work was new to me, but not entire- 
ly so. I had won my doctorate in the field in the university many 
years before, and I had worked with my annual conference and 
Jurisdictional historical organizations for years. Moreover, I .had 
been a member of the Executive Committee of the Historical Associ- 
ation for more than a decade. 

I am grateful to the Executive Committee for its confidence in me 
and the support it has given me during these past five years. The 
work has been challenging and enjoyable. History, especially Meth- 
odist history, has always been interesting to me. I do not tire of 
learning more about it. Administering the church agency which is 
responsible for  preserving the history of the denomination, editing 
the journal which promotes the study and appreciation of our his- 
tory, and doing research and answering questions about that his- 
tory, has proved to be exciting and rewarding. I have found myself 
thinking that it might have been well for me to devote my energy 
and ability to this kind of work earlier in my career, but since the 
leadership of events did not point me in this direction sooner, I do 
not complain. 

As a man approaches retirement, his friends ask about his 
thoughts and his plans. Some may be interested to know that I am 
skeptical of Robert Browning's assertion that the best is yet to be as 
we grow old. Browning was only fifty-two when he wrote those 
lines in Rabbi Ben Ezra. Ecclesiastes 12 and John 21 give a more 
realistic appraisal of what happens to us in old age. Life is best when 
we have health, vigor, mental acumen, and the drive to do creative 
work along with our peers. Browning to the contrary notwithstand- 
ing, advancing years rob us of many if not all of our powers, and we 
know it. To pretend otherwise is idle. But even so, we should not 
rebel against retirement and old age; they are normal experiences 
which come to all of us if we live. As life goes on we should strive 
for  poise, perspective, balance, and faith. We should plan to engage 
in interesting and significant activities as long as the Good Lord 
aives us health and strength, and we should pray that we will be b 

able to adjust to whatever comes with good grace and high faith. 
As I look back on my yesterdays that are gone, I would say with 

the Psalmist that the "lines have fallen unto me in pleasant places." 
Looking forward, I would say that I purpose to travel the road of 
We with confidence and faith until "the light of the day grows dim 
and the sunset shows spires away on tile world's rim." 

In closing, I would express gratitude for five years of pleasant 
association with Dr. Lee F. Tuttle, Secretary of the World Meth- 
odist Council here in the World Methodist Building at Lake Juna- 
luska. The World Methodist Council and the Historical Association 
have worked together well through the years; they or~rn the library 
of Methodist history together, and they are cooperating now in the 
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production of an Encyclopedia of World Methodism. While in the 
Yale Divinity School many years ago, Dr. Tuttle was pastor of the 
Congregational Church in New Haven, Connecticut, which I served 
when there ahead of him. On returning to North Carolina, Dr. Tut- 
tle's first pastorate was a Methodist church in Charlotte which had 
been my first pastorate when I joined the conference. Our homes 
at Lake Junaluslra have been within a few hundred feet of each 
other for many years. Since neither our predecessor-successor roles, 
nor the propinquity of our homes, nor the fellow worlrer relation- 
ship of the past five years was deliberately planned by us, we have 
found the cojllcidences in our careers to be of more than passing 
interest. 

Also, as I retire from the work at Lalre Junaluska, I would ex- 
press appreciation to Mrs. R. G. Queen, Jr. and Mrs. Paul A. Sutton, 
Editorial Assistant and Librarian, respectively, and to other capable 
and faithful persons who have assisted with the work in the office 
during my term a,s Executive Secretary and Editor. 

ALBEA GODBOLD 

Bishop T. Otto Nall Assigned to Orient 

Bishop T. Otto Nall, resident bishop of the Minnesota Area and 
President of the Association of Methodist I-Iistorical Societies for 
the past eight years, has been assigned by the Council of Bishops as 
the bishop in charge of the work of The United Methodist Church 
in Formosa and Hong Kong. He succeeds Bishop Hazen G. Werner, 
who is retiring because of having reached the age limit. 

Before his elevation to the episcopacy in 1960, Bishop Nall was 
for many years the able and distinguished editor of the Christian 
Advocate. In recent years he has contributed a column in Together 
entitled "Your Faith and Your Church." This has been a practical 
and helpful section of the magazine. 

Through the years Bishop Nall has had an abiding interest in 
Methodist history and in the World Methodist Council. He has 
served as a member of the important World Executive Committee 
of the Council. Though a busy man, with responsibility for an im- 
portant episcopal area, in eight years as President of the Association 
of Methodist Historical Societies, Bishop Nall never missed a meet- 
ing of the Executive Committee. Also he has served ably as chair- 
man of the joint committee of the World Methodist Council and the 
Association of Methodist Historical Societies which is directing the 
compilation of the Encyclopedia of World Methodism. The work on 
the Encyclopedia is still in progress. 

We are sorry that Bishop Nall's appointment to the Orient will of 
necessity sever his official relationship, at least for the immediate 
future, with the Commission on Archives and History, but we are 
grateful for  the fine leadership he has given in the work, and we 
wish for him and Mrs. Nall much satisfaction in their new field of 
labor. 
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The Commission on Archives and History 

The Plan of Union adopted by the Uniting Conference at Dallas 
provides that there shall be a Commission on Archives and History 
in The United Methodist Church. The Commission is the successor 
of the Associati011 of Methodist Historical Societies and the E.U.B. 
Historical Society. Initially it will be composed of thirty members 
-twenty-six from The Methodist Church and four from the E.U.B. 
Church. Sixteen of the thirty persons will be members of the Com- 
mission by virtue of the offices they hold, and fourteen by election 
of the Uniting Conference. 

As this issue of Metlzodist History goes to press, a few of the or- 
ganizations entitled to representation on the Commission have not 
yet met to elect their representatives. Fo r  this reason we are delay- 
ing the publication of the full membership of the Commission until 
the October issue of this journal. That issue will also list the newly 
elected officers, the standing committees, and the staff of the Com- 
mission. 

Commission MeeZing 
The Commission on Archives and History will hold its first meet- 

ing at Lambuth Inn, Lake Junaluska, North Carolina, August 5-7, 
1968. The Commission will organize, elect officers, name standing 
committees, adopt a budget, and transact other business. 

Methodist Archives to Be Inaugurated 
Legislation adopted by the Uniting Conference authorizes the 

Commission on Archives and History to establish and maintain a 
central Methodist Archives. This means that our church is now pre- 
paring to catch up with some other denominations which earlier 
recognized the importance of church archives and which in several 
instances have amassed notable collections of archival materials. 

As previously indicated in these columns, archives are distin- 
ouished from libraries in that the latter house primarily books, b 

while the former consist mainly of documents, letters, diaries, min- 
utes, papers, records, reports, and other items of whatever charac- 
ter which may have value for understanding the history of a church, 
an institution, a movement, or a state. 

At the outset, the Conlinission will not have a larw h11d - - -  a -  .---get for an 
archival program, but it will do the best it can with the resources 
available. There is no room for  storing large amounts of archival 

* - - - 
- 

materials in the World Methodist Building at Lake Junaluska 
where the library of Methodist history is housed. S ~ a c e  is availnhl~ - -- . -----.--- 
at Dayton, Ohio, in the fireproof ~ublishing ~ o u s e ~ u i l d i n ~  of the 
T S ~  T T ~  -1 1 ml 

L. u .u. ~ n u r c h .  'l'he Commission 
feet in this structure as it begins 
ing is located at 140 South Perry ! 

Dr. John 13. Ness, Jr., Secretar 
Society, is of course on the staff 
had good professional training as 

expects to  rent some 
the archival progran 

Street, Dayton. 
py-Curator of the E.U 

of the Commission. 
an archivist and has 

4,500 square 
n. This build- 

.B. Historical 
Since he has 
gathered up 
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E.U.B. archives, he will initiate the archival program for The United 
Methodist Church. He will seek immediately to gather and conserve 
the records of the Central Jurisdiction of The Methodist Church, 
giving particular attention to collecting materials relating to its an- 
nual conferences, colleges, and other institutions. 

In time the Commission expects to make contacts with all of the 
boards, agencies, and bishops, and other leaders, of The United 
Methodist Church in the hope of making arrangements for  their 
records and papers to be deposited periodically in the church 
arclives. 

The Western Jurisdictional Commission on Archives and History 
held its annual meeting at the University of the Pacific, Stockton, 
California, May 15-16. Five of the annual conference historical so- 
ciety presidents were present and gave interesting reports. Dr. John 
V. Hicks, retired history professor at Berkeley, California, pre- 
sented a paper on his recollections as the son of a Methodist 
preacher in Missouri around the turn of the century. Dr. Hicks' 
interesting and significant contribution will be published in the 
Pacific Historian. Thanks to good work done by Dr. Leland D. Case 
in the past two years, the Commission's considerable collection of 
materials on Methodist history, which is housed in the university 
library, is in good condition. 

Several items used in the ceremony which united The Methodist 
and E.U.B. churches at Dallas are sure to have historical signs- 
cance, and for this reason they will be preserved in the archives. 
The Genera. Conference Committee on Entertainment borrowed a 
small table from a furniture store for the ceremony. Bishop Reuben 
H. Mueller and Bishop Lloyd C. Wicke, who served as joint chair- 
men of the Commission on Union, held hands across the table as 
they recited the words which united the two churches to form The 
United Methodist Church. Then the Hynznals, Disciplines, and 
Books of Worship and Ritual of the two churches were placed on 
the table. At the request of Doctors Godbold and Ness, the Com- 
mittee on Entertainment bought the table and presented it with the 
books for the archives. These items will be kept in the archives at 
Dayton. 

A mimeographed copy of the diary of Allen Franklin Scruggs 
(1803-1902) has been placed in our library in the World Methodist 
Building by Mrs. C. T. Walters of Bothell, Washington. Scruggs 
was a minister of the Methodist Episcopal Church for 76 of his 99 
years. He was born in Virginia and died in Missouri, and was in- 
volved in the Kentucky Conference for about ten years. The diary 
is historical and philosophical in nature and is extremely interesting 
and valuable. It contains 103 pages and is indexed. 
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year, or $8.00 for two years. This increase will become effective 
October 1,1968 when the magazine begins its seventh year of publi- 
cation. 

Until October 1 we will continue to accept new subscriptions and 
renewals at the old rate of $3.00 for one year, or $5.00 for two years. 

Deadline for 1969 Jesse Lee Prize 
Persons who wish to enter manuscripts in competition for the 

1969 Jesse Lee Prize in American Methodist History should bear 
in mind that October 1, 1968 is the deadline. To be considered for 
the 1969 prize of $1,500, manuscripts must be in the office of the 
Commission on Archives and History, Lake Junaluska, N. C. 28745, 
by October 1. 

Full information about the rules of the prize will be sent to any- 
one on request. The prize is awarded annually for the best book 
length manuscript on some phase of American Methodist history. 
The manuscripts are judged by a committee composed of professors 
in Methodist theological seminaries. 



Book Reviews 
Robert E. Chiles, Theological Transition in American Methodism: 
1790-1 935. Abingdon, 1965, 238 pp. $4.00. 

This book, now several years old, is worth reading or re-reading 
at this time because of the fundamental question it raises: Whither 
Methodist theology? 

There is evidence that at least some Methodists are engaging in 
some soul-searching regarding the status of contemporary Meth- 
odist theology. The author of this book believes that such soul- 
searching is very much in order-for all is not well. 

Chiles traces theological transition in Methodism over a period of 
about 150 years, from Wesley through Richard Watson (1781-1833)' 
John Miley (1813-1895) and Albert Knudson (1873-1953). Chiles 
regards Watson, Miley and Knudson as representative Methodist 
thmkers after Wesley's time. Their work was influential in the Con- 
ference Course of Study during a period when the majority of 
preachers were trained through that course. 

The transition which Chiles discerns through his study is marked 
by shifts in emphasis from revelation to reason, from sinful man to 
moral man, and from free grace to free will. The author under- 
stands how these changes in emphasis might take place as the 
church has sought to "maintain the relevance of theology and its 
respectability in a new world of science and philosophy. . . . " How- 
ever, he thinks the net result has been a falling away from emphases 
of fundamental importance in the gospel. He writes, "I prefer the 
orthodoxy of Wesley to the theology produced by his heirs. Now, 
much more than I once did, I understand and respect them, ap- 
preciate their efforts and acknowledge the importai~ce of their 
apologetic purposes. Still, I renounce their theology in favor of 
Wesley's because, simply, I feel his theology points more steadily 
and knowingly than theirs does at ultimate divine and human 
realities." (p. 15) 

Many readers will find much of value in this book in terms of a 
survey of the theological thought of several Methodist thinkers. 
The author seeks to deal sensitively and objectively with their 
thought. He acknowledges the great difficulties inherent ill the 
apologetic task of the theologian in the midst of revolutionary 
changes of thought. 

However, when it comes to assessing the trends of wl~ich Chiles 
speaks, this reviewer finds himself reacting quite differently. If one 
chooses to evaluate theologies on the basis which Chiles suggests 
(see quote above) then he would seem to be under obligation to 
make a case for his contention that one theology is to be preferred 

' 

to another. This Chiles fails, for  the most part, to do. HOW, for ex- 
ample, does he demonstrate that Wesley's theology "points more 
steadily and knowingly . . . at ultimate divine and humall realities" 
than does Knudson's? If Christian theology is to make sense to the 
contemporary mind it needs much more solid grounding than Chiles 
offers in his critical judgments. 
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Theologies, like many other things, can die from hardening of the 
categories. Chiles' critical analysis revolves around transitions from 
revelation to 'eason, from sinful man to moral man, and from free 
grace to free will. It may just be that the issues call for analysis in 
terms other than these. It may also be that the sorts of distinctions 
these categories seem to imply may cloud important inter-relation- 
ships between reason and revelation, free grace and free will, etc. 
Contemporary thinking talres much more seriously "holistic" views 
of reality than was once the case. The sort of dualism which once 
informed much theology is waning-and with good reason. Chiles' 
book reflects very little of the attitudes and learnings coming from 
the behavioral sciences or  analytic philosophy. 

The best hope for Metllodist theology is in loolring toward the 
future, rather than to the past. It is encouraging to know that the 
theology of the recent past (since 1935) has much in it of a creative 
dimension. This may not be a good time for the writing of systematic 
theologies-but it is an excellent time to think about the theological 
-task in new ways. 

HARVEY H. POTTHOFF 
The IW School of Theology 

Clifford '68. Edl~vards, Editor, Japm~ese Colati-ibutiolzs to the Study 
of JOILIL  Wdsley, Wesleyan Studies No. 3,. Wesleyan College, 
Macon, Ga., 1967. 97 pp. $1.50. 

This slender sheaf of six essays reveals how far Japanese thinking 
has departed from the almost slavish allegiance to Karl Barth's 
dialectic tlleology, and how in seeking for an ideology more relevant 
to the modern world, a few Japanese scholars and theologians have 
brought John Wesley out of virtual oblivion, and by clothing him 
in ultra-modern garb are contriving to make him at long last in- 
tellectually respectable, and thus acceptable to the highly educated 
Japanese. 

Chief contributor to the collection is Yoshio Noro, who has re- 
cently emerged as Japan's leading Wesleyan scholar. In his two 
essays, T h e  Chal-acter of Jolzn Wesley's Faith and Wesley's Ultcler- 
standing of Christian Perfection, he gives a brilliant, well-argued 

6 6 and thought-provoking interpretation of Wesley's theology as 
based upon a faith whose characteristics are those of an experien- 
tialism of a kind that tends toward what we today call existential- 
ism." That's really updating the eighteenth-century founder of 
Methodism, isn't it? 

One more theology-centered study is Hiroalu Matsumoto's John 
Wesley's Ugtclerstanding of Man, also an existential interpretation. 
The argument is extremely well organized, knowledgeable and 
illuminating. It is modern Wesleyan apologia of high merit. 

In addition to theology there is a bit of historical research on the 
Love Feast which the author feels might be utilized as an ecumen- 
ical Agape to further Church Union, and two studies on John Wes- 
ley's social and economic ethics. 
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Of particular interest to Methodist historians are a "Message from 
the Japan Wesley Society" and a "Note on Wesleyan Materials 
Available in Japanese." Both are brief but give valuable perspective 
on the Wesleyan impact on Japan, past and present. 

SAM M. HILBURN 
Riverside, California 

Jollll C .  English, The Bienrt Renewed: John Wesley's Doctrine of 
Clrristian I~titintiolt (Macon, Georgia : Wesleyan College, Wesleyan 
Stuclies No. 44, 1967). 82 pp. $1.50. 

This eighty-two page monograph is based upon the author's doc- 
toral dissertation at Vanderbilt University, 1965. Its purpose is to 
trace the developnzent of John Wesley's understanding of the nature 
of saving faith, regeneration, and baptism. 

The statement of purpose presupposes a process of development 
in Wesley's thought which the author describes by identifying what 
he regards as two sigi~ificant turning points in Wesley's position: 
1) His "acceptance of Lutheran conceptions of faith and justifica- 
tion, as understood by the Moravians" in 1738. These conceptions 
displaced those High Church Anglican views, which, according to 
the author, had been espoused prior to 1738. 2) Late in 1739 Wesley 
discarded what he had learned from the Moravians regarding justi- 
fication by faith, because it encouraged Antinomianism. Thus, so 
English suggests, Wesley "re-appropriated large elements of High 
Church Anglican theology" (pp. 10-11). 

These dates determine the structure of the essay. Thus the chap- 
ters present Wesley's views on Christian initiation before 1738 
(ch. I), his views in 1735-39, during which time 11e was supposedly 
under the control of Moravian teaching (ch. 2) ,  and his "mature" 
understai~ding following 1740, which constitutes his "Catholic Ret- 
roversion" to the concept of justification by faith and worlrs (p. 30). 

One questions the author's rather bold assuinption that before 
1738 Wesley, being Anglican, simply adopted the position of the 
High Church party, and those of his father and mother. Further, to 
claim that Wesley held that justifying faith is only assent to doctrine 
seems to deny the "ambiguous" character of his thought during this 
period, an ambiguity which Ei~glish himself acknowledges (p. 16).  
In fairness, it must be said that the author admits that the evidence 
for Wesley's position prior to 1738 is "frag~nentary" (p. 25), and 
that "many of the conclusions stated in this chapter [I] are of a 
lower order of probability than those which appear in later por- 
tions" of the study (p. 12) .  

Particularly the final two chapters of this study will prove to be 
illuminating to any who have a serious interest in V[Tesley7s theolog- 
ical development. An excellent critique of some of the Wesley 
scholars is included. A careful reading will ellable one to see that 
perhaps the reason Wesley's thought never reached a "point of in- 
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ertia" (p. 10) is because he conceived of the Christian faith and 
life as being dynamic and progressive. 

JOHN A. KNIGHT, CHAIRMAN 
Division of Religion and Philosophy 
Trevecca Nazarene College 

Rebecca Lamar Harmon, Susanna, Mother of the Wesleys. Nash- 
ville: Abingdon Prees, 1968. 1175 pages. $4.50. 

This delightful volume by Mrs. Nolan B. Harmon is most interest- 
ing to read, and one quickly detects in it the note of authority. 

Mrs. Harmon spent many years in painstaking research as she 
prepared to write this book. In addition to wide reading in the best 
libraries on the subject in this country, she visited Epworth Rectory 
and other sites in England associated with the life of Susanna Wes- 
ley, and she talked extensively with Wesleyan authorities there. 

A careful reading of the book makes one feel that one has actually 
lived as a member of the Wesley family! The reader acquires a clear 
insight into the life of every member of the family, and sees them 
in their sorrows and occasional triumphs. Mrs. Harmon throws 
much light upon the Wesley girls and depicts some of the trying 
problems of young ladies of that day. 

One receives from this book an objective, but on the whole a 
favorable, impression of Susanna's husband Samuel. Despite his 
persistently heavy indebtedness, due in part to his small stipend, 
but even more perhaps to his utter incompetence in handling 
money, he is shown here as the splendid scholar that he was and as 
a leader among the clergy. 

Much light is thrown upon the best known members of the family, 
John and Charles, but the main story centers, as the title suggests, 
around the incomparable Susanna, "the mother of the tremendous 
little preacher who rocked the world." 

Mrs. Harmon has written not only a most interesting book but 
one which is destined to be invaluable source material for Wesleyan 
scholars for years to come. In this volume she really makes the 
entire Wesley family come to life! As the reader gets new insight 
into the desperate poverty of this family, the life of Susanna, per- 
haps the bravest of them all, shines with new splendor and radiance. 

GEORGE S. REAMY 
Virginia Methodist Advocate 

Warren M. Jenkins, Steps Along the F7'ny, The Origin and De- 
velopment of the South Carolina Conference of tlze Central Ju,ris- 
diction of The Methodist Clzurclz. Col~~mbia, S. C . :  Socolnead 
Press, 1967. 87 pp. ($4.00). 

As its title indicates, this book tells the story of the South 
Carolina Conference (C.J.) since its beginning in 1866. The author 
was born in a Methodist parsonage at Cowpens, S.C., attended high 
school in Greenville, and won degrees from Claflin College, Gam- 
mon Seminary, and Drew University. He has served in the pastorate, 
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as chaplain at both Claflin College and South Carolina State College 
in Orangeburg, and since 1962 has been executive secretary of the 
Conference Board of Education. In the foreword of the volume, 
Bishop James S. Thomas refers to the author as a "prominent son" 
of the conference about which he writes. 

The chapter headings show that the book deals with the begin- 
nings of the conference, the years of rapid growth, the golden age, 
the years of trial by fire, the period of change, and the development 
of Claflin College, the conference's outstanding institution. Valuable 
information is concentrated in pages 58 to 68 where the author deals 
with the 100 sessions of the annual conference. 

The author gives a good account of the lot of the Negroes in South 
Carolina in the early days. He notes that "the Negro entered South 
Carolina through the gates of toil," and that "slavery came to be 
prominent in the colony." 

The book takes note of the appearance of John and Charles Wes- 
ley in Georgia, but does not mention the fact that John Wesley was 
in South Carolina on two or three occasions and that he came in 
touch with the institution of slavery there. 

In writing this conference history, Mr. Jenkins undertook a dif- 
ficult assignment, and he merits commendation on a job well done. 

GEORGE E. CLARY, JR. 
Associate Professor, History 
Paine College 




